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phenomenal Talent for cake baking. But little does she know that fate has set her on a journey
from the moment she was born. And her destiny leads her to a mysterious address that houses a
lost luggage emporium, an old recipe, a family of children searching for their own Talents, and a
Talent Thief who will alter her life forever. However, these encounters hold the key to Cady's
past and how she became an orphan. If she's lucky, fate may reunite her with her long-lost
parent. Lisa Graff adds a pinch of magic to a sharply crafted plot to create a novel that will have
readers wondering about fate and the way we're all connected.
Tunnels of Blood (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 3) Darren Shan 2011-03-21 Darren Shan and
Evra Von follow a trail of corpses and confront a foul creature of the night. A new enemy or Mr
Crepsley?
The Princess Knight Cornelia Funke 2003 Violetta is a little princess who wants to be as
strong and brave as her brothers. And what she lacks in size, she makes up for in determination.
At night she slips out into the woods and secretly teaches herself to become the cleverest, most
nimble knight in the land. Soon she will be ready for the greatest battle of all - the battle for
herself.
Fearless Cornelia Funke 2013-04-02 Jacob Reckless returns once again to the Mirrorworld--filled
with profound characters, extraordinary creatures, and epic life-or-death treasure hunts that
could only come from the mind of the master storyteller of our generation, Cornelia Funke. Jacob
Reckless has only a few months left to live. He's tried everything to shake the Fairy curse that
traded his life for his brother's--legends such as the All-Healing Apple, the Well of Eternal Youth,
the blood of a northern Djinn. And yet hope after hope is extinguished. After months of fruitless
searching, Jacob journeys through his father's mirror one final time to deliver the bad news to
Fox. But there they hear of one last possibility--an item so legendary that not even
Mirrorworlders believe it exists: a crossbow that can kill thousands, or heal one, when shot
through the heart. But a Goyl treasure hunter is also searching for the prized crossbow. Jacob
must find it first--and somehow convince Fox to do whatever it takes to save him.
Inkheart Cornelia Funke 2011 The first book in Cornelia Funke's internationally celebrated
trilogy - magical, thrilling and mesmerising. 'I don't think I've ever read anything that conveys so
well the joys, terrors and pitfalls of reading'Diana Wynne Jones Meggie loves books. So does her
father, Mo, a bookbinder, although he has never read aloud to her since her mother mysteriously
disappeared. They live quietly until the night a stranger knocks at their door. He has come with
a warning that forces Mo to reveal an extraordinary secret - a storytelling secret that will change
their lives for ever. Also a major film starring Andy Serkis, Paul Bettany and Brendan Fraser!
Trials of Death Darren Shan 2014-05-21 Darren begins the Trials of Initiation to prove himself
worthy of being a half-vampire, even as the clan's blood foes, the vampaneze, gather near
Vampire Mountain.
The Inkheart Trilogy Cornelia Caroline Funke 2010 Since Meggie's bookbinder father can "read"
fictional characters to life one abducts them; Meggie "reads" herself into Inkworld as the original
creator of the world tries to redirect the story; and the Book of Immortality starts to unravel.
Inkdeath (Inkheart Trilogy, Book 3) Cornelia Funke 2011-10-01 The masterful conclusion to the

Inkspell Cornelia Funke 2011-11-03 Although a year has passed, not a day goes by without
Meggie thinking of the extraordinary events of Inkheart, and the story whose characters strode
out of the pages, and changed her life forever. But for Dustfinger, the fire-eater, torn from his
world of words, the need to return has become desperate. When he finds a crooked storyteller
with the magical ability to read him back, he sets in motion a dangerous reversal that sees the
characters of Inkheart transported to a charmed Inkworld, about to be fought over by rival
rebels and princes. But can Meggie, Farid and Fenoglio 'write' the wrongs of a charmed world
about to be fought over by rival princes and rebels?
Reckless II: Living Shadows Cornelia Funke 2021-07-06 Jacob Reckless's shadowy adventures
continue in the second volume of Cornelia Funke's spellbinding Reckless series. Jacob has saved
his brother from the Mirrorworld, but now he will pay a terrible price. A fairy's curse is burning
in his heart, and to break the spell he must embark upon a perilous journey - with his trusty
friend Fox by his side - to seek out the only treasure that could save him. Jacob's search for the
golden crossbow will lead him across hundreds of miles by land and sea, to an invisible,
enchanted palace within the Dead City. It will bring him face to face with vicious beasts,
bloodthirsty giants, and a deadly stonefaced rival. It will test his courage like never before.
Living Shadows is the second book in the thrilling Reckless series.
Squirrel in the House Vivian Vande Velde 2016-08-30 Squirrel hates to miss a party—whether or
not he's been invited. So one cold day he decides to visit Cuddles the dog inside his house. He
slides down the special squirrel entrance into a pile of cut-up tree branches (how thoughtful the
humans are!), takes some of the food they've clearly made for him, and buries it in the pots of
dirt they've left out. What a warm welcome! But when Cuddles catches sight of him and mayhem
erupts, the smallest of the humans takes the blame for causing trouble. No one but Twitch the
squirrel notices when the boy runs out into the snow. . . Or when he trips and hurts his ankle.
Can the dog and squirrel put aside their differences, and figure out how to let the humans know
their littlest one needs help? And is there more of that party food to celebrate with after? With
short, funny chapters and lively pen-and-ink illustrations, the Twitch the Squirrel books are
perfect to share and read aloud, or for young readers beginning to seek out longer books on
their own. Told from the animals' point of view, they make a great introduction to narrative
perspective—and most importantly, they're always hilarious. For more of Twitch's adventures,
check out 8 Class Pets + 1 Squirrel ÷ 1 Dog = Chaos and Squirrel in the Museum.
Ghosthunters and the Totally Moldy Baroness! Cornelia Caroline Funke 2007-06-28 When
the murderous spirit of a brutal baroness possesses the owner of Gloomsburg Castle, Tom
readies his special ghost-repellent paste and Hetty concocts a plan to dispel the disgruntled
royal for good. Simultaneous.
A Tangle of Knots Lisa Graff 2013-02-05 A National Book Award nominee! The magic of Savvy
meets the complexity of When You Reach Me in this "blithe magical puzzle," --The Wall Street
Journal Told in multiple viewpoints, A Tangle of Knots is a magnificent puzzle. In a slightly
magical world where everyone has a Talent, eleven-year-old Cady is an orphan with a
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epic, award-winning, NYT bestselling INKHEART trilogy by internationally acclaimed author
Cornelia Funke.The Adderhead--his immortality bound in a book by Meggie's father, Mo--has
ordered his henchmen to plunder the villages. The peasants' only defense is a band of outlaws
led by the Bluejay--Mo's fictitious double, whose identity he has reluctantly adopted. But the
Book of Immortality is unraveling, and the Adderhead again fears the White Women of Death. To
bring the renegade Bluejay back to repair the book, the Adderhead kidnaps all the children in
the kingdom, dooming them to slavery in his silver mines unless Mo surrenders. First Dustfinger,
now Mo: Can anyone save this cursed story?
Dragon Rider Cornelia Funke 2013-10-03 Brave young dragon Firedrake and his orphan friend
Ben start a perilous journey to the legendary Rim of Heaven. But close behind is a heartless
monster who aches to destroy the very last dragons on earth...
When Santa Fell To Earth Cornelia Funke 2011-10-01 What would happen if Santa fell to Earth?
Christmas through the eyes of Cornelia Funke: quirky, funny, ultimately heartwarming, and
packaged in a collectible format. A new holiday classic! Scared by a storm, Twinklestar, the least
reliable reindeer, bolts--causing Santa and his sleigh to crash-land. And though Santa has
dropped into a friendly neighborhood, he's not safe: Jeremiah Goblynch, the ruthless new leader
of the Council of Yuleland, is determind to put an end to children's wishes and turn the holiday
season into his own personal moneymaking scheme. As the last REAL St. Nick around, only
Santa stands between Goblynch and his grinchlike plan. With the help and hope of kids Charlotte
and Ben, Santa must face Goblynch and his Nutcracker goons to save Christmas!
Inkdeath Cornelia Funke 2010-07-01 As Bluejay--Mo's fictitious double--tries to keep the Book of
Immortality from unraveling, Adderhead kidnaps all the children in the kingdom, asking for
Bluejay's surrender or the children will be doomed to slavery in the silver mines.
Farid's Story Cornelia Funke 2008 When Farid is transported from his role in the "Arabian
Nights" to the real world through the power of Mo Silvertongue, he agrees to help Mo, his
daughter Meggie, and Dustfinger, another book character, defeat the evil Capricorn.
Seven-day Magic Edward Eager 1999 A seven-day book of magic proves to be fractious for five
children, who must learn the book's rules and tame its magic.
INKHEART TRILOGY (BOOKS 1-3) - EBK Cornelia Funke 2020-11-10
Sons of Destiny Darren Shan 2014-05-21 As Darren faces the final showdown with his
archenemy, Steve Leopard, he seeks a way to trick destiny and avoid the requirement that one of
them die and the other become Lord of the Shadows, fated to destroy the world.
Igraine the Brave Cornelia Funke 2011-10-01 In the spirit of DRAGON RIDER and THE THIEF
LORD, an enchanting fairy tale told with Cornelia's trademark warmth and wit: Perfect Funke
fare for readers in the middle grades--Cornelia's "sweet spot"!Igraine dreams of becoming a
famous knight just like her great grandfather, but the truth is, life at the family castle is rather
boring. Until the nephew of the baroness-next-door shows up. He's got a dastardly plan to
capture the castle and claim as his own the wonderful singing spell books that belong to
Igraine's magician parents. To make matters worse, at the very moment of the siege, her mom
and dad botch a spell, turning themselves into pigs! Aided by a Gentle Giant and a Sorrowful
Knight, it's up to Igraine to be brave and save the day--and the books!
The City of Ember Complete Series Jeanne DuPrau 2016-08-23 With more than 3.5 million copies
sold, the City of Ember books are modern-day classics. Lina and Doon's heart-pounding journey
to save their people has captivated readers around the world, and the four adventures are bound
together here for the very first time! Escape the Dark. Discover the Adventure. The city of
Ember was built as a last refuge for the human race. But now with terrifying blackouts sweeping
through the streets, Lina and Doon know it’s only a matter of time before the lights go out and
never come back on again. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she and Doon explore
long-forgotten parts of their dying city as they race to solve the mystery. If they succeed, they
will have to convince everyone to follow them into danger and an exciting new world. But if they
fail? The lights will burn out and the darkness will close in forever. The series begins with the
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groundbreaking dystopian novel The City of Ember, the story of a girl, a boy, and their
beleaguered city. Through the sequel, The People of Sparks, the satisfying conclusion, The
Diamond of Darkhold, and the prequel,The Prophet of Yonwood, author Jeanne DuPrau offers a
vision of hope that, while sometimes flickering against the darkness, ultimately shines through,
like the bright dawning of a new world.
Inkdeath Cornelia Funke 2011-11-03 Life in the Inkworld has been far from easy since the
extraordinary events of Inkspell, when the story of Inkheart magically drew Meggie, Mo and
Dustfinger back into its pages. With Dustfinger dead, and the evil Adderhead now in control, the
story in which they are all caught has taken an unhappy turn. Even Elinor, left alone in the real
world, believes her family to be lost - lost between the covers of a book. But as winter comes on
there is reason to hope - if only Meggie and Mo can rewrite the wrongs of the past and make a
dangerous pact with death. The Final Book in the Inkheart Trilogy.
Lord of the Shadows (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 11) Darren Shan 2011-03-21 The eleventh
part of the Saga of Darren Shan – one boy’s terrifying journey from human to half-vampire to
Vampire Prince.
The Roar Emma Clayton 2014-09-04 Twins Mika and Ellie live in a future behind a wall, safe
from the plague animals that live beyond. Or so they've been told. When one of them disappears,
and the other is caught in a sinister game, they begin to discover that their world is built on lies
...
Ghost Knight Cornelia Funke 2012-05-01 From international phenomenon Cornelia Funke, the
bestselling author of Reckless and Inkheart. Eleven-year-old Jon Whitcroft never expected to
enjoy boarding school. Then again, he never expected to be confronted by a pack of vengeful
ghosts, either. And then he meets Ella, a quirky new friend with a taste for adventure...
Together, Jon and Ella must work to uncover the secrets of a centuries-old murder while being
haunted by terrifying spirits, their bloodless faces set on revenge. So when Jon summons the
ghost of the late knight Longspee for his protection, there's just one question: Can Longspee
truly be trusted?
The Great Good Thing Rod Townley 2001 As a princess trapped in a tale, twelve-year-old Sylvie
makes her escape one day by going inside a young reader's head where she rescues other
characters and saves kingdoms for years and years. A first children's book. 10,000 first printing.
The Inheritance Cycle 4-Book Collection Christopher Paolini 2014-12-09 Experience the
international fantasy sensation that is the Inheritance Cycle with this complete collection of the
New York Times bestselling series! For the first time, here are all four books in one ebook
collection. One boy, one dragon, and a world of adventure come together in this four-book boxed
set collection that makes a perfect gift for fantasy fans. Eragon Fifteen-year-old Eragon believes
that he is merely a poor farm boy—until his destiny as a Dragon Rider is revealed. Eragon is soon
swept into a dangerous tapestry of magic, glory, and power. Now his choices could save—or
destroy—the Empire. Eldest Eragon must travel to Ellesmera, land of the elves, for further
training in the skills of the Dragon Rider: magic and swordsmanship. But chaos and betrayal
plague him at every turn, and nothing is what it seems. Before long, Eragon doesn’t know whom
he can trust. Brisingr There is more adventure at hand for the Rider and his dragon, as Eragon
finds himself bound by a tangle of promises he may not be able to keep.When unrest claims the
rebels and danger strikes from every corner, Eragon must make choices that may lead to
unimagined sacrifice. Inheritance Long months of training and battle have brought victories and
hope, but they have also brought heartbreaking loss. Eragon and Saphira have come further
than anyone dared to hope. But can they topple the evil king and restore justice to Alagaësia?
And if so, at what cost? The boxed set features interlocking art that reveals an image across the
spines of all four books! And don’t miss the most recent book set in Eragon's world, The Fork,
the Witch, and the Worm: Tales from Alagaësia! "Christopher Paolini is a true rarity." --The
Washington Post
Hunters of the Dusk Darren Shan 2014-05-21 Darren Shan leaves Vampire Mountain as part of
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an elite force on a life-and-death mission to find the newly-risen Vampaneze Lord, who is set to
lead the vampaneze into war against the vampires.
The Candy Shop War Brandon Mull 2014-06-10 When fifth-graders Nate, Summer, Trevor, and
Pigeon meet the new candy store owner Mrs. White, she gives them magical candy that endows
them with super powers, but soon they find that along with these benefits are dangerous
consequences.
Bryson: Racecar Blood Sugar Diet Diary Journal Log Book 120 Pages 6"x9" Rob Cole
2019-03-21 Blood Sugar Diet Diary journal log featuring 120 pages 6"x9" A blood sugar diet
diary, journal or log, is an ideal way to help keep track of your blood sugar levels, and plan out
your meals for the day.
Emma and the Blue Genie Cornelia Funke 2015-06-23 Setting a genie free from a bottle that
washes up from the ocean, Emma and her noodle-tailed dog help the genie reclaim his magic
nose ring from an evil yellow genie who has stolen all of his powers. By the best-selling author of
Inkheart. Simultaneous eBook.
The Griffin's Feather (Dragon Rider #2) Cornelia Funke 2018-07-31 The thrilling middle-grade
sequel to the #1 NYT bestselling modern classic, Dragon Rider! The paperback of Book One is
being repackaged ahead of Book Two, for an exciting series relaunch. It's now been two years
since Ben and Firedrake defeated Nettlebrand and rescued the silver dragons. Both boy and
dragon have finally found homes, but they must live hundreds of miles apart and can only see
each other every once in a while.During one such visit, news reaches Ben, the Greenblooms, and
their friends that the last Pegasus in the world has been discovered. The legendary horse has
three unhatched eggs with him, but the only way they'll ever hatch -- and continue the survival of
this incredible magical species -- is to place them under a griffin's feather. But griffins are the
most dangerous creatures in the world, and their mortal enemies are dragons...Ben has vowed
not to tell Firedrake about his quest, to protect him. But as he and the Greenbloom team set off
for a remote island where the terrible griffins are rumored to live, he may just need the help of
his best friend and dragon...
Inkheart (2020 Reissue) Cornelia Funke 2020-04 A gorgeous new edition of the first book in
Cornelia Funke's internationally celebrated trilogy - magical, thrilling and mesmerising. 'I don't
think I've ever read anything that conveys so well the joys, terrors and pitfalls of reading'Diana
Wynne Jones Meggie loves stories, but her father, Mo, hasn't read to her since her mother
disappeared. When a stranger knocks at their door, Mo is forced to reveal an extraordinary
secret - when he reads aloud, words come alive, and dangerous characters step out of the pages.
Suddenly Meggie is living the kind of adventure she has only read about in books, but this one
will change her life for ever ... Also a major film starring Andy Serkis, Paul Bettany and Brendan
Fraser!
The Aurelia Curse (Dragon Rider #3) Cornelia Funke 2022-06-28 Dragons, myth, and magic
unite in the third installment of Cornelia Funke's bestselling Dragon Rider series. Ben and the
Greenblooms must protect a mythical new creature rising from the ocean -- a creature who can
bring either light or darkness to whoever it first meets. A new peril has emerged in the world of
Fabulous Creatures. One that could cause the disappearance of their kind. Luckily, all of our
favorite characters are back--Ben and Firedrake, his wonderful dragon friend, plucky Guinevere
and the Greenbloom family, Sorrel the irrepressible brownie, the miniature man Twigleg and a
host of new Fabulous Animals and sturdy helpers. But the threat is real and qucikly encroaching.
A villian from the family's past is seeking revenge. And all the while, the mysterious Aurelia, the
most fabulous and powerful creature of all, moves across oceans to its final destination,
introducing a new underwater world to enjoy.
The Wizards of Once: Twice Magic Cressida Cowell 2018-10-09 From the bestselling author
of How to Train Your Dragon comes an exciting high-adventure series--set in a magical time, full
of Wizards, Warriors, Giants and Sprites. This was once the story of a young boy Wizard and a
young girl Warrior who had been taught since birth to hate each other like poison. But now, the
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boy Wizard and girl Warrior have been brought together in the Badwoods and they have
witnessed the shocking consequences of the Stone That Takes Away Magic. They will need to
cast aside their differences once more--for an Evil Spell has broken free. It's up to Xar and Wish
to find the ingredients. But it means entering dangerous territory unannounced... Cressida
Cowell brings her trademark wit to this spellbinding sequel, along with the stunning artwork and
heartfelt adventure that has made her beloved around the world, weaving a story that is sure to
transport readers to a world that will enchant and bewitch them.
Reckless I: The Petrified Flesh Cornelia Funke 2021-06-08 Enter the magical world behind
the Mirrors... the thrilling first instalment in the Reckless series by renowned, bestselling author
Cornelia Funke. Jacob has uncovered the doorway to another world, hidden behind a mirror. It is
a place of dark magic and enchanted objects, scheming dwarves and fearsome ogres, fairies
born from water and men born from stone. Here, he hunts for treasure and seeks adventure in
the company of Fox - a beautiful, shapeshifting girl, who guides and guards him. But now Jacob's
younger brother has followed him into the mirrored world, and all that was freedom has turned
to fear. Because a deadly curse has been spoken; and Jacob must risk his life to reverse it, before
his brother is turned to stone forever... Revised and updated by Cornelia Funke, The Petrified
Flesh is the first book in the thrilling Reckless series.
Inkheart Sonia Sander 2009 Twelve-year-old Meggie learns that her father, Mo, who repairs and
binds books for a living, can "read" fictional characters to life when one of those characters
abducts them and tries to force him into service.
One Wish Michelle Harrison 2014-06-05 Having the ability to see fairies means that Tanya
Fairchild's life has never been easy. After all, real fairies are nothing like the ones in books; ones
that grant wishes or leave money for teeth. Real fairies don't like to be talked about, and they
cast spells if Tanya steps out of line. The most she's ever received in exchange for one of her
teeth is a chewed up toffee. Of course, it would help if Tanya knew someone - anyone - else who
could see them, too . . . When Tanya meets Ratty, she finds not only that can he see fairies, but
that he has a fairy friend, Turpin. Turpin is rude and spiteful, but funny and loyal too. When
Ratty goes missing, Tanya discovers her new friend has another extraordinary ability; an ability
that has the potential to destroy them both . . .
Knights vs. Dinosaurs Matt Phelan 2018-10-23 An ALA Notable Title “Absurdly entertaining.
Victorious on all fronts.”—Booklist (starred review) Renowned for their courage, their chivalry,
and their ability to fight mythical creatures, the Knights of the Round Table must face their most
dangerous opponents yet—DINOSAURS! This heavily illustrated middle grade novel from awardwinning author and artist Matt Phelan is a hilarious, rip-roaring tale of derring-do perfect for
reluctant readers and fans of How to Train Your Dragon and The Terrible Two. Let me tell you a
secret about the Knights of the Round Table: they don’t have much to do. The realm is at peace
and dragons are few and far between. So Merlin decides to send the knights out on a real
adventure to a world filled with the most terrible lizards of all: DINOSAURS! Knights vs.
Dinosaurs is a highly illustrated, fast-paced adventure full of uproarious knightly hijinks,
surprising secrets, and terrifying dinosaurs. With art on nearly every page, including an epic
fight scene depicted in several graphic-novel style spreads, this engaging story is Monty Python
for young middle school readers. A great choice for reluctant readers, aspiring knights, and fans
of Peter Brown’s The Wild Robot. “This rollicking story is suspenseful and silly. An excellent
choice for all readers.”—School Library Journal (starred review)
Reckless IV: The Silver Tracks Cornelia Funke 2021-11-23 The thrilling fourth instalment in
Cornelia Funke's internationally bestselling Reckless series The fourth adventure through the
Mirror leads to the Far East, where Jacob and Fox finally track down Will, who is travelling with
rival hunter Nerron. In spite of his misgivings, Jacob agrees to go with them to the Island of the
Foxes, in quest of another magical Mirror. But their search quickly leads them into more peril,
and as Jacob seeks security for himself and Fox, he is reminded of a disturbing promise he once
made that now threatens everything. Full of fairy tales and legends, old friends and new
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enemies, The Silver Tracks is the long-awaited fourth volume in the thrilling Reckless series.
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